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Introduction
The shape measurement of the drill-pipe joint is a specific task. This field for a long time has been shadowed because it is very specific. The special mechanic devices have measured the joint shape by caliber. The caliber helps to check the seizing of the joint. There are two problems of the mechanic devices:
• high cost (replacement or buy is a nontrivial task);
• immobility (is no possibility to use such devices in the environmental test, outside the shop floor of the enterprise).
So the problem of the development of a universal device for measurement joints that is independent of their shape became very important.

Measurement by the optical triangulation scanner
The solution for the shape estimation of the drill-pipe joint by the optical triangulation scanner does not develop at the current time.
The scanners [1] allow measuring the object shape with relatively big size (from a few centimeters to one meter). The object shape should be convex. The convex shape reflects laser to the image matrix. It allows for avoiding re-refraction. The joint of the drill pipe has the joint step 5 .. 10 mm and the shape is not convex.
It leads that overexposure interference distorts the contour of the joint. The measured data cannot be used for the quality estimation of joint profiles.
The prototype of the optical triangulation scanner was developed for this task.

Results
The result of the research is a prototype of the optical triangulation scanner. Fig. 2 shows the joint and laser line of a scanner. Fig. 3 and 4 show the superposition reference contour with measured contour by a camera with a standard objective lens and varifocal objective lens.

Conclusion
The superposition of the measured profile with the reference profile has demonstrated that the error of measuring is about 0.05 mm. Such measurement accuracy allows estimation of the quality of the joint profile. The prototype can use for the development of the automatic inspection shape geometry systems for the drill-pipe joint.
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